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DNF Security Recognized as Top 30 Technology Innovator 
 

Security Sales & Integration Magazine Chooses DNF Security’s 
Scalable, High-Performance Eagle IP Video Management Platform for 

Annual Innovation Award 
 
Hayward, CA – March 24, 2009 – DNF Security, a Dynamic Network 
Factory (DNF) business unit and provider of mission-critical Internet Protocol 
(IP) surveillance solutions, today announced that its Eagle IP video 
management platform has been named a “2008 Top 30 Technology 
Innovation” by Security Sales & Integration (SSI) Magazine. 
 
The DNF Security Eagle IP Series is designed for enterprise or corporate 
security management, and is ideal for IP surveillance applications in 
hospitality, retail, finance and other markets. Highly scalable, it offers up to 
10 petabytes (10,000TB) of storage and provides advanced surveillance 
management control.  Featuring complete failover protection to ensure the 
integrity of valuable security data, the Eagle Series is compatible with the 
most popular IP cameras. 

"SSI established the annual Top 30 Technology Innovations program to help 
security integrators filter out the overwhelming din of hyperbole in the 
marketplace and zero-in on legitimate, real-world solutions that can make 
their lives easier and/or grow their business," says Scott Goldfine, SSI’s 
editor-in-chief. "This is especially critical in emerging markets, such as the 
booming realm of IP video, where the technology and supplier names may be 
less familiar. The Top 30 designation provides the assurance integrators 
need, and is an achievement manufacturers should rightfully crow about."   

To compile the magazine’s annual list of security innovations, the SSI 
editorial staff -- all experts in security technology -- independently selected 
10 products that, in their opinions, advanced the security industry during the 
year. The resulting list of winners was announced earlier this year. 
 
According to Jame Ervin, product manager for DNF Security, “We are 
honored to receive this prestigious award from SSI, and it really highlights 
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the traction DNF has seen with security integrators over the past year, for 
the Eagle IP Series as well as our other IP storage products that exclusively 
serve the enterprise surveillance marketplace.” 
 
About Dynamic Network Factory 
Dynamic Network Factory (DNF) Corp. takes pride in its innovative spirit, 
engineering excellence, and broad product line. DNF’s seven business units 
focus on specific vertical markets and technologies to cover the business and 
government technology space. Since 1998, DNF has focused on delivering 
storage solutions, from direct attached storage for small business, to 
enterprise applications, networked storage, iSCSI and file servers in 
capacities from 1TB to 10PB. In 2006, DNF’s acquisition of iSCSI pioneer 
StoneFly Networks expanded its storage portfolio to include enterprise-class 
iSCSI and storage virtualization technology. With the expertise of DNF 
Storage, DNF Systems and StoneFly, DNF Security leverages innovative 
storage and server technologies for mission-critical IP surveillance solutions. 
For more information, visit www.DNFsecurity.com or www.DNFcorp.com. 
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